Dear Baba Yaga,

I'm not great at meeting new people. It can take a lot of emotional energy to make myself get dressed and out of the house to see people I already know and like, so the stress of meeting new people can and has literally kept me up at night.

How do I put myself out there and enjoy others without draining myself?

Baba Yaga:

Alone-You and Village-You stand apart, shy & fearful. Measure their distance with a thread: a long thread is misery; Now, tie the thread to Alone-You’s wrist, put the other end in Village- You’s hand. Take the two selves on a walk. When the thread tightens, slacken the hold, beckon Village- You closer to the other -- Practice this strolling. Soon the two will be dancing slow & sweaty together, the Dreaded threads trampled under all your feets.

Dear Baba Yaga,

How do I connect with people on a daily basis in this ever-changing world? How do I know when it’s safe to engage with people I don’t know? I’m well adapted to city life, where ignoring others is an ingrained behavior.

Baba Yaga:

All you mammals want, seals or bears or humans, is to squish yr bodies together rub snouts in fur, be close to another’s warmth. No mortal is different from you, very few want to hurt you. How to tame a wild bear? Put out crumbs, lump of meat, rip of bread, with yr own living hand, until the bear comes closer. Every day, call out the beasts with little morsels: bring them the same things you like, nuts & jokes. Many cakes later, you maybe less feral yourself.

Dear Baba Yaga:

I feel weak in the soul and full of rage at the state of the world. How would you encourage warriors to refuel? How can we bring the Baba Yaga energy into our lives and live out our wisdom?

Baby Yaya:

Earth—wild, foaming species & gobbling, hungry, yelling into lava, wrapping itself in clouds, heaving, contracting -- was not made to please you. ; Wishing for Earth to be otherwise, you are small & angry as a bee. Baba energy is chaos energy. Baba is carried on the hot black river of soom, because Baba is the doom & the quiet on the other wise. Relax into chaos. Be the river that dooms you, when it spits you out, you will know how to act in wisdom.

Dear Baba Yaga:

So many of my friends have abusive ex-partners. What is the best way to go about cursing said abusers?

Baby Yaya:

Such people are cursed already. ;Hold up, instead, a skull-lantern from my fence, and say to them this spell:

Stare into these glowing eyes Till you are as bare in yr knowing As this skull in its bone.

Poetic Remedies for Troubled Times:

From Ask Baba Yaga, By Taisia Kitaiskaia

Baba Yaga offers more off-kilter remedies for the modern dilemmas of an unstable age using her uncanny style, poetic simplicity, and surprising candor. Award-winning writer Taisia Kitaiskaia once again embodies the legendary witch of Slavic folklore, Baba Yaga, to provide life advice to the questioning and the hurting. Answering real questions from readers, Baba Yaga provides responses in the form of short poems that are lyrical, surreal, sometimes funny, and always honest. The collection features cover art and interior illustrations by Literary Witches collaborator Katy Horan.
TUESDAYS, 11:00 am - 3:00 pm
Intuitive Readings, Danielle Egnew

Los Angeles based Psychic and Medium Danielle Egnew is internationally renowned for her litany of spiritual talents, working in media on Television, Radio, and Film. Named Psychic of the Year 2011 by UFO’s & Supernatural Magazine, as well as Most Noted UFOlogists in 2012, Danielle is also a registered member of Best American Psychics and a vetted member of the national crime-solving organization "Find Me". www.DanielleEgnewAdvisor.com

60 Min. $150 | 30 Min. $85

Wednesday, 11:00 am - 3:00 pm
Intuitive Readings, Stacey Schumer

Stacey is a gifted psychic and spiritual medium who resides in Billings Montana. As a spiritual intuitive Stacey offers helpful guidance and detailed insight by way of communication with your angels and spirit guides. In her psychic readings Stacey channels information to assist you in facing the challenges from past trauma, and to help you move toward a more positive and connected future.

60 Min. $100 | 30 Min. $55

Thursdays, 12:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Psychic Medium Readings, Paul Cozino

Paul Cozino is a psychic Medium. Paul has had this gift his whole life. Paul is also certified by the Center for Spiritual Enlightenment based in NYC. Paul can connect with Angels, spirit guides and loved ones that crossed over. Paul is a spiritual advisor, and also does small medium events and house cleansings.

60 Min. $75 | 30 Min. $45

Fridays, 12:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Tarot Readings, Todd Kintz

Todd Kintz is a 3rd Degree Wiccan High Priest, medium and clairvoyant. He has been providing clarity in all areas of life through the tarot, pendulum, runes and past life exploration since 1989.

60 Min. $75 | 30 Min. $40

Saturdays, 12:30 pm - 4:30 pm
Tarot Readings, Jasmine Wallace

Jasmine is a Spiritual Life Coach and Tarot Oracle reader. She provides one on one sessions alongside her 90 day Attune to Mind, Body and Spirit sessions. Jasmine will help you access your truth while removing blockages that are currently holding you back. Removing these barriers will allow you to have a clearer vision, tap into your personal power and feel confident about reaching your goals and improving life.

Find me at www.TheElementsOfFate.com

60 Min. $120 | 45 Min. $85 | 30 Min. $65

Schedule your time online at BarjonsBooks.com/Intuitive-Readers

Saturday Apr. 3 and 17, 11:00 am - 4:30 pm
Intuitive Art or Reiki, Shelly Young

Shelly is an artist and Reiki healer. Her connection to divine source originally manifested through creativity and color. During and Intuitive Art session, Shelly co-creates a custom painting for you with the universe. As a Reiki healer, Shelly will help channel universal life energy through you so that it may help where it is needed most in your physical or spiritual body.

30 Min. $30 | 60 Min. $55

223 N. 29th Street Billings, MT 59101 - (406) 252-4398 - (800) 788-4318 - info@barjonsbooks.com - www.barjonsbooks.com